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1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In several areas of mathematics the method of decomposing 
an Involved expression into a part which is smooth in some 
sense and a perturbing factor which is small in some sense 
is of considerable importance. This is particularly true in 
linear operator theory. It is the purpose of this paper to 
investigate the following question; Given a set of operators 
that are regular, in a sense to be defined later, what pro­
perties are possessed by the class of all perturbation 
operators related to the given set of regular operators? 
Let Y be a linear space and A, B subsets of Y. One can 
then ask the quite general question: for what y in Y is it 
true that A + y C B? In many cases, as the examples of 
Chapter II will show, the answer is that there are no y in Y 
for which this is true. In any case, we will denote the set 
of all such y by P(A,B) and call it the perturbation class of 
A with respect to B. We shall be mainly interested in the 
case where Y is the linear space L(X) of continuous linear 
operators on a locally convex, Tg linear topological space X. 
In this space A and B will be certain carefully selected 
subsets of operators that have certain regularity conditions 
imposed on them. In this setting P(A,B) is the maximal class 
of operators having the property that A + P(A,B) C B. P(A,B) 
is maximal in the sense that if S is an operator from L(X) 
which is not in P(A,B) then there exists an operator T in A 
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such that T + S is not in B. 
For T In L(X), we shall let a(T) denote the dimension, 
possibly infinite, of the null space, N(T),- of T and g(T) 
denote the codimension of the range space, R(T), of T. Terms 
used in this paper that are standard in Functional Analysis 
can be found in either (25) or (28). In several places in 
the remainder of this chapter it will be necessary to refer 
the reader to the appropriate definitions, due to their 
lengthy nature, in the succeeding chapters. Also, in the 
remainder of this paper we shall use the terms locally convex, 
Tg linear topological space and locally convex space inter­
changeably. 
The method of studying linear operators by using pertur­
bation techniques is not new in Functional Analysis. In 1909 
H. Weyl (26) studied the relationship between two self adjoint 
operators on a Hilbert space whose difference is completely 
continuous. In a somewhat different direction, F. Riesz (21) 
showed in his study of integral equations that if a particular 
type of compact operator S is added to the identity operator 
I then a(I+S) is finite and R(l+S) is closed. The works of 
Hildebrandt (13) and Schauder (23) removed the restrictions 
on S and extended the domains of the operators to Banach space. 
Calkin (3) generalized Weyl's ideas by showing that any two 
bounded operators whose difference is a compact operator have 
the same augmented, spectrum where the augmented spectrum is the 
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set of all complex numbers \ such that a(A-xl) and g(A-\l) 
are finite and R(A-xl) is closed. In 19^3 Dleudonne'(6) 
established an Important result for the perturbation theory of 
linear operators defined on a Banach space; namely, if T Is a 
a or CT transform (Definition 3.4, p. 15) then the same is 
a p . 
true of T+S if the norm of S is sufficiently small. He thus 
showed that if X is a Banach space then g (X) and s (X) are 
tt B 
open. 
In the early fifties, some of the first work on extending 
the above results in normed spaces to locally convex, Tg 
linear topological spaces appeared. Leray (I8) showed that 
the original Riesz theory could be extended to locally convex 
spaces. Schwartz (24) then extended some of Leray's results 
to the case where the identity operator in the Riesz theory 
is replaced by an Isomorphism into which has closed range. 
In (29) B. Yood strengthened Dleudonne''s results and 
obtained in a Banach space the first characterizations of the 
CT , CT and CT-transforms (Definition 3.3, p. 15). It was in 
a p 
1953 that Atkinson (l) extended the work of Schauder to the 
case where one of the Indices &(?), p(T) is infinite. He also 
investigated the properties of py-transforms (Definition 4.1, 
p.28). His discussion of the types of problems that occur in 
perturbation theory is quite interesting. At about the same 
time G. Kothe (16) extended Atkinson's results to locally 
convex spaces although he did not consider the relation 
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"between the index of the operator and its perturbation which 
Atkinson did consider. The papers of Atkinson and Kothe were 
evidently independent of each other and of the paper written 
by B. Yood (29) who at about the same time studied difference 
algebras of operators. He showed that if X is a Banach space 
then the ideal of operators in L(X) mapped by the canonical 
homomorphism into the radical of the algebra L(X)/C(X), 
where C(X) is the ideal of compact operators, is the pertur­
bation class of the regular elements R, i.e., elements with 
inverses, with respect to either s (X) or 2 (X). We shall 
ct 6 
extend some of Yood's results to locally convex spaces. A 
year later Goldman (lO) characterized E (X) U S (X), where X 
a 8 
is a Banach space, as the interior of P(%). 
In 1956 Schaeffer (22) partially extended Yood's 
characterizations of p, a and g to locally convex spaces. tt g 
The work started by Schaeffer was completed by Deprit in 1957 
(5) and independently by Pietsch in I960 (19). These 
characterizations will be given later in this paper (Lemma 
3.20, p. 27) and are essential to the ideas developed herein. 
In 1957-58 Gokhberg and Krein (9) jointly and Kato (l4) 
independently established results on local and spectral 
perturbations of operators in s (X)U Z (X). Kato also 
ot p 
introduced the idea of a strictly singular operator (Definition 
5.1, p. 45) and showed that the Riesz theory for compact 
operators can be extended to the class of strictly singular 
operators. Some of their results have appeared recently In 
(ll). In this paper we shall define two classes of operators 
closely related to the classes of strictly singular operators 
and strictly coslngular operators defined recently by 
Pelczynskl (20). Peldman, Gokhberg and Markus (8) Jointly 
have considered the perturbation classes of %(x), and 
S (X) with respect to themselves where X Is a Banach space. 
3 
Gamelln (8) has translated their results. 
In the second chapter of this paper we define perturbation 
classes In the general setting of a locally convex space. 
Then some of the more easily derived properties of these 
classes are obtained. The chapter closes with the consider­
ation of the question of what relation exists between A and B 
If P(A,B) = P(B,A). It Is shown that If either A or B Is a 
bounded set and P(A,B) = P(B,A) then A = B. 
In Chapter III we restrict our attention to perturbations 
of the subclasses E(X), IJJ(X) and Zg(X) of L(X) with respect 
to themselves. It Is shown that under the assumptions that 
I](X), z^^fX) and Sg(X) are open, which an example shows Is 
not guaranteed when X Is a locally convex space, that the 
perturbation classes P(2,z), and PfZg,Zg) are closed 
two sided ideals In L(X). 
In the fourth chapter of this paper we continue our 
Investigations of perturbation classes but now of the 
classes ]^(X) and (X) (Definition 4.2, p. 28). It Is shown 
that If X Is a Banach space then P(rjr) and P(p ,p ) are 
P P 
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characterized as the ideal of finite dimensional range 
operators P(X). 
In the final chapter the relation between the perturbation 
classes studied in the previous chapters and the ideal of 
compact operators is studied in the setting of a Banach space. 
In order to show that in certain Banach spaces X,P(z,z) and 
C(X) do not coincide, we introduce two new ideals closely 
related to the strictly singular and strictly cosingular 
operators. 
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II. DEFINITIONS AND SOME PROPERTIES OP PERTURBATION CLASSES 
In this chapter we shall assume that X Is a locally 
convex, Tg linear topological space. 
Definition 2.1; Let A and B be subsets of X. If A and B are 
nonempty then A + B = {x+y; xeA, yeB}. If either A or B is 
the empty set cp then A + B = cp. For xeX we shall replace 
[x] + B by X + B and call this the translate of B by x. 
Next the definition of a perturbation class is given. 
In this definition it is not necessary to assume that X has 
any topological properties. However in later theorems the 
above assumed topological properties will be necessary. 
Definition 2.2; Let A and B be subsets of X with B ^  cp then 
the perturbation class of A with respect to B is defined by 
P(A,B) = {x: xeX, A + x C B} . 
The expression P(A,B) is not defined if B is the empty set. 
Thus P(A,B) is the set of all x in X such that if A is 
translated by x the resulting set is a subset of B. Observe 
that from the above definitions that for any nonempty set B, 
P(cp,B) = X. 
Theorem 2.3; Let A, B and C be subsets of X then 
a) If B C G then P(A,B)c P(A,C), 
b) If A C B then P(B,C)C P(A,C), 
8 
c) If OeA then P(A,B) C B, 
d) A C B if and only If OeP(A,B), 
F (.VA = a^ A 
Proof: 
a) If P(A,B) = cp then the result follows. Otherwise let 
xeP(A,B) then A + x C B C C Implying that xeP(A,C). 
b) If P(B,C) = cp then the result follows. If P(B,C) 
Is nonempty then for each xeP(B,c) we have A + x C 
B + xC C and so xeP(A,C). 
c) Let XCP(A,B) then since OeA It follows that 
xeA + xC B and so P(A,B)CB. 
d) If OeP(A,B) then A = A + OCBso that A C B. 
Conversely, If A C B then A + 0 = ACBso that 
OeP(A,B). 
e) It follows readily from b) that P( U A ,B) 
aeA ^ 
C 0 P(A„,B). Let xe 0 P(A„,B) then for each 
aeA oceA % 
aeA,A + xC B. Hence U (A„+x) C B. Since 
a aeA "• 
= („y/a) + ^  then + % C B. 
Therefore xeP(^y^A(^,B). The stated equality now 
follows. 
We turn to a case In which A and B are specialized 
subsets of X. 
Definition 2.4: A subset of X which Is closed under the 
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vector operations, although not necessarily closed topologi-
cally, will be called a linear subspace of X. A translate of 
a linear subspace of X will be called a linear variety. 
Theorem 2.5: Let A and B be nonempty subsets of X 
a) If B is a linear subspace of X and ACS then 
P(A,B) = B. 
b) If OgA, B is a linear subspace and P(A,B) ^  cp then 
P(A,B) = B. — 
c) If A and B are linear subspaces then P(A,B) = B 
if and only if P(A,B) ^  cp, 
d) If A and B are linear ,subspaces then A C B if and 
only if P(A,B) ^  cp. 
Proof: 
a) Let XeB then since B is a linear subspace and A C B 
it follows that A + x C B so that B C P(A,B). Next 
let xeP(A,B) then A + x C B, Thus for each zqA, 
z + XeB but then x = -z + (z:+x)eB since B is a 
linear subspace. The equality now follows. 
b) By Theorem 2.3c) P(A,B) C B. Let xeB and yeP(A,B) 
then A + X = (A + y)+(x - y) C B + (x - y) = B and so 
BCP(A,B). Thus B = P(A,B). 
c) If P(A,B) ^  cp then by b) P(A,B) = B. Conversely the 
result follows because B ^  
d) If P(A,B) ^  cp then by c) P(A,B) = B so that 
OeP(A,B) so by Theorem 2.3 d) A C B, If A C B 
then by a), P(A,B) = B ^  ç. 
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The next theorem relates the perturbation classes of 
translates of A and B to the perturbation class of A and B. 
Theorem 2.6; For each xgX 
a) P(A+X,B) = P(A,B) - X, and 
b) P(A,B+X) = P(A,B) + X. 
Proof: If P(A,B) = cp then P(A+x,B) = (p and thus by 
Definition 2.1 it follows that P(A+x,B) = P(A,B) - x. 
Similarly for part b). 
If P(A,B) ^  cp then P(A,B) = {y: A+y C B} 
= {y: (A+x) + (y-x)C B} = {z+x: (A+x) + z C B} 
= {z; (A+x) + 2 C B} + X = P(A+X,B) + x. Thus by adding -x 
to both sides we get P(A,B) - x = P(A+X,B). 
In a similar way P(A,B) = {y: A+y+x C B+x} = {z-x: A + 
z C B+x} = {z; A+z C B+x} - x = P(A,B+x) - x and so P(A,B+x) 
= P(A,B) + X which completes the theorem. 
We now make use of the two theorems above to establish 
some perturbation properties of linear varieties. In parti­
cular it is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.6 that 
P(A+x,B+x) = P(A,B). 
Theorem 2.7; Let A and B be linear varieties for which 
P(A,B) ^  cp then there exists an xeX such that P(A,B) = B+x. 
In addition, P(A,B) is a linear variety if and only if 
P(A,B) ^  cp. 
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Proof: There exist elements y and z in X for which A + y 
and B + z are linear subspaces and so by Theorem 2.6 
P(A,B) + z - y = P(A+y,B+z), By Theorem 2.5 c) P(A+y,B+z) 
= B + z and so P(A,B) = B + y. Thus if P(A,B) ^  ^ then 
P(A,B) is a linear variety. The converse follows frcm the 
definition of a linear variety. 
The question arises quite naturally as to the symmetry 
properties of P(A,B). For example if A is a translate of B 
by X then P(A,B) is a translate of P(B,A) by -2x. In order to 
investigate these symmetry properties we shall need the 
following definition. 
Definition 2.8; A subset B of a locally convex space X is 
said to be bounded if for each neighborhood U of 0 in X there 
exists a scalar k such that BC kU. 
Theorem 2 . 9 :  Suppose that A and B are nonempty subsets of X 
one of which is bounded. If P(A,B) = P(B,A) / cp then A = B. 
Proof: We shall show that P(A,B) = P(B,A) = {0} the 
result then follows from Theorem 2.3 d). Since P(A,B) is 
nonempty then there exists an x such that A+xC B. Moreover; 
since P(A,B) = P(B,A) then B+x C A and thus A+2x C B+x C A. 
Hence for any positive integer n, A + 2nx C A and simlarly 
for B. Let us suppose for definiteness that A is a bounded 
subset of X. Let zgA then the sequence {z + 2nx} is a 
subset of A. Thus since A is bounded it follows that 
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[z + 2nx} Is a bounded sequence In the sense of the above 
definition. It will now be shown that this Implies that x = 0. 
Let U be a neighborhood of 0 and V a balanced neighborhood 
(25, p. 123) such that V + V CU. Since {z/n} converges to 
0 then there exists an n^ such that if n > n^ then z/neV. 
Because {z + 2nx} is bounded there exists a constant k such 
that z + 2nxekV for all positive integers n. Hence z/n + 2xe 
(k/n)V. There exists an integer n^ such that if n > ng then 
jk/nj < 1 and so (k/n)V C V since V is balanced. Thus 
2x = 2x + (z/n) - (z/n)e(k/n)V -VcV + VCU 
and so 2xcU for every neighborhood U of- 0. Since X is a Tg 
space it follows that x = 0. Hence P(B,A) = P(A,B) = [0}. 
Using Theorem 2.3 d) it can be seen that AC B and BC A 
so that A = B, 
Corollary 2.8; Suppose A and B are nonempty subsets of X one 
of which is bounded. If P(A,B) cp and P(A,B) is a translate 
of P(B,A) then A Is a translate of B. 
Proof; Let x be an element of X such that P(A,B) + x 
= P(B,A) then P(A,B) + x/2 = P(B,A) - x/2 and so by Theorem 
2.6 it follows that P(A,B+x/2) = P(B+X/2,A). It is then 
clear from Theorem 2.7 that A = B + x/2. 
The following examples show that, even in the case where 
X is finite dimensional, perturbation classes possess very 
general properties. Example 2.12 shows that the boundedness 
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condition In Theorem 2.7 is necessary. In each example, R 
denotes the space of real numbers with their usual topology 
p 
and R the product space R x R. 
Example 2.9; Let X = R^, A = {(x,y); x^ + y^ < 1} and B any 
nonempty subset of X with empty interior. Then it is clear 
that P(A,B) = cp. 
Example 2.10; Let X = R, A the set of rational numbers and 
B the set of irrational numbers then P(A,B) = B and P(B,A) = jp. 
Examples 2.9 and 2.10 show that if two sets are essen­
tially either topologlcally or cardinally different then at 
least one of the possible perturbation classes is empty. 
Example 2.11; Let X = R^, A = {(x,y): x2 + y^ <1} and 
B = {(x,y); - /^ < y - X < /g} then P(A,B) = {(x,y); y = x}. 
Thus P(A,B) is a linear subspace of X even though A and B are 
not. 
Example 2.12: Let X = R, A = {x: x is an odd integer} and 
B = {x: X is an even integer} then P(A,B) = A = P(B,A) but 
A ^ B. However it should be noted that A is a translate of B. 
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III. PERTURBATION CLASSES IN L(X) 
The examples of the previous chapter show that without 
some rather severe restrictions, the notion of a perturbation 
class will be too general to be useful. As a first restric­
tion, we consider the space L(X,T) of continuous linear 
operators oh the locally convex, Tg linear topological space 
X where j Is the topology for X'. L(X,7) Is topologlzed with 
the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets. This 
topology Is formed by taking as sub-basic neighborhoods of 0 
in L(X,T) all sets of the form N(B,U) = {T: TeLfX,?), 
TB C U} where B is a bounded subset of X and U is a 
^-neighborhood of 0 in X. With this topology L(X,T) is a 
locally convex, Tg linear topological space. Further pro­
perties of the topology of uniform convergence on bounded 
sets can be found in (2b, p. I8). When no confusion is 
likely to result, we will replace the notation L(X,j) by 
L(X). Similar reductions in notation will be employed for 
subsets of L(X,T) which depend on T. 
In this chapter we shall consider certain Ideals in L(X). 
When so doing, L(X) will be considered as a linear topological 
algebra in which the multiplication of two operators is 
defined as their composition. 
For TeL(X), a(T) is defined to be the dimension of the 
null space of T, i.e., a(T) = dim N(T) and p(T) will denote 
the codimension of the range of T, i.e., p(T) = codlm R(T), 
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A closed subspace M of X will be called continuously protec­
table if there exists a continuous projection having M as its 
range. 
Several subsets of L(X) will now be defined. 
Definition 3.1: An operator TeL(X) is said to be finite 
dimensional if dim R(T) < œ. The class of finite dimensional 
operators will be denoted by P(X). 
Definition 3.2: An operator TeL(X) is said to be compact if 
there exists a neighborhood U of 0 in X such that TÏÏ is 
compact. The class of compact operators will be denoted by 
C(X). 
It is known that C(X) D P(X) and that both of these 
classes are ideals In L(X). 
Definition 3.3: An operator TeL(X) is said to be a ^-transform 
if 
a) a(T) and p(T) are finite, 
b) T is open, and 
c) R(T) is closed. 
The class of all cr-transforms will be denoted by s(X). 
Definition 3.4: An operator TeL(X) Is said to be a 
transform (a.-transform) if 
p 
a) a(T) is finite (p(T) is finite), 
b) T is open. 
l6 
c) R(T) is closed. 
The class of all transforms (cr^-transforms) will be denoted 
by ZI (X) (S-(X)). 
CX p 
Definition 3.5: An operator TeL(X) is said to be a 
transform (ag-transform) if 
a) T is a a -transform (& -transform) and 
Ct B 
b) R(T) (N(T)) is continuously projectable. 
The class of all o-jj-"transforms ((jg-transforms) will be denoted 
by %(x)  (zg(x ) ) .  
Remark 3 . 6 :  The notation of Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 is 
standard. The terminology of Definition 3.3 and 3.5 is that 
of Schaeffer (22) and Pietsch (19). The operators in 
Definition 3.4 have also been called cp^  (cp_) operators (8), 
(9) and operators having property A(B) by Yood (29). A 
a-transform on a locally convex space is a generalization 
of the concept of a Predholm operator on a Hilbert space. 
If X is a Banach space then conditions b) and c) in 
Definitions 3.3 and 3.4 coincide. 
Remark__3J: Dieudonne'(6) has shown that if X is a Banach 
space then ^(X) is open in L(X). In addition it is known 
that 2^(X), 2g(X), E^(X) and Zg(X) are open in L(X) if X is 
a Banach space (6). Goldman (10) has shown that 2^(X) 
S (X) is the interior of the class of all operators in L(X) 
P 
that have closed range. In a paper by Pietsch (19) an 
17 
example Is given showing that s(s) is not open where s is the 
locally convex space of all complex sequences with the 
topology to be described in Example 3.8. 
The following example is an extension of Pietsch's 
example. This example shows that the interiors of s(s) and 
U Zp(s) are empty. Thus the interior of Sj^(s) U Eg(s) is 
empty. Since it is known (28, p. 96, Problem 29) that every 
continuous linear operator on s has closed range then it 
follows that Goldman's result does not hold in L(s). 
Example 3.8; Consider the space s of all complex sequences 
{x^}. The topology for s is determined by the sequence of 
seminorms where 
PnU^m^^ = \\] ' 
With this topology a is a locally convex, Tg linear topological 
space. Define the operator A: s -..s by A{x^} = [y^} where 
^qx^ n = q^ where q is a prime greater than 1. 
^n =< 
nx^ n not a prime to a power. 
A is continuous. For each prime q > 1, N(l - (l/q)A) = 
®P{®n ~ n = qk for some positive Integer k} and so 
a(l - (l/q)A) = «. Moreover, R(l - (l/q)A) fi N(l - (l/q)A) 
= {0} hence p(l - (l/q)A) = «. Thus for each prime q > 1, 
I - (l/q)A / z(s), 2 (s), or 2 (s). In the topology of bounded 
tt p 
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convergence for L(s) the algebraic operations of scalar 
multiplication are continuous hence the sequence {(l/q)A} 
converges to zero and {I - (l/q)A} converges to I. In the 
same way, if TsL(s) then the sequences {T - (l/q)TA} and 
{T - (l/q)AT3 converge to T. Let W = 2 (,s) U Z-fs). ft p 
Suppose that the interior of ¥ is nonempty. Let T be an 
interior point of W then there exists a q^ such that T -
(1/Q.Q)TA and T - (l/q^)AT are in ¥. Suppose that T is a 
a -transform but not a cTo-transform then T - (l/q )TA must tt p o 
be a cTg-transform for a(T - (l/q^yrA) ^  a(l - (l/q^XA). 
But T-(l/q^)TA cannot be a o^-transform since R(T-(l/q^)TA) 
C R(T) and so p(T-(l/qo)TA) > p(T) = However, T-(l/q^)TA 
e¥ so T-(l/q_)TA is either a a or o- -transform. From this 
° a 3 • 
contradiction it follows that ¥ cannot have a cr non-a -
tt p 
transform as an interior point. The converse statement follows 
in the same way. As a result, if the interior is nonempty 
then it consists of a-transforms, i.e., the interior of ¥ 
equals the interior of ^(s). But the interior of i;(s) 
is empty for if T is an interior point of ^(s) then there 
exists a q^ fbr which T-fl/q^yTAezCs); however, a(T-(l/qQ)TA) 
= ». From this contradiction it follows that the interiors 
of ¥ and ^(s) are empty. 
We shall now begin our investigation of the perturbation 
classes of z(X), %(X) and This will lead to linear 
subspaces of L(X) which under certain conditions are closed. 
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two sided ideals in L(X). 
To begin with, let Te2(X), or HgCx), the pertur­
bation class of T with respect to each of these classes will 
be denoted by P(T,z), or P(T,2g), Some of the pro­
perties of P(T,z) are given by the following proposition. 
Similar statements hold for the classes P(T,2^) and P(T,Zg)« 
Given a set A, intA denotes the topological interior, of A. 
Theorem 3.9: Let T be in 2](X) then 
a) P(T,2) is not a linear subspace of L(x j ,  
b) P(T,2) need not be closed, and 
c) Te int s(X) if and only if Int P(T,s) ^  cp. 
Proof: To establish a) we note that any non zero scalar 
multiple of an operator in 2(X) is again in s(X). Since 
P(T,2) = {seL(X): T+8eZ(X)} then it is clear that TeP(T,2). 
If P(T,2) was a linear subspace of L(X) then -TsP(T,2) but 
this is impossible. 
TO see that the second conclusion holds, let X be the 
locally convex space of Example 3.8. Define T^: X -» X by 
T^ = ((1/n) - 1)1 then I + T^ = (l/n)l and so T^eP(l,i:) 
for each positive Integer n. Moreover it follows that 
{1/n 1} converges to 0 in the topology of bounded convergence. 
Consequently, in this topology {T^} converges to -I. However 
-I/P(l,z) and so P(l,i;) is not closed. 
Suppose that Te int z(X) then there exists a basic 
neighborhood of U of 0 in L(X) such that T+U C g(X) but 
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then UCP(T,s) and so lntP(T,s) is nonempty. Conversely, 
suppose that T has the property that lntP(T,z) ^  cp then 
letting U = lntP(T,z;) we have T + U C s(X) and so Te lntj;(X). 
It was the above proposition; In particular .the negative 
aspects of a) and b), and the 'size' aspect of c) which 
originally led the author to consider a smaller class of 
operators than a P(T,s) class and which originally led to the 
notion of a perturbation class in an arbitrary linear space. 
We also observe that if X is a Banach space then the Interior 
of P(T,s) Is nonempty for every TesfX) since in this case %(X) 
is open. 
The restricted classes of operators that we shall 
consider are n(P(T,2): Tes(X)}, n(P(T,z^): Tez^(X)} and 
n {P(T,%^): Telg(X)}. Prom Theorem 2.3 e) it can be seen 
that these are just the classes P(2,%), and 
%) respectively. P(E#E) is the largest of class of 
operators for which T + P(z,z(X) for every Tez(X). 
Similar statements hold for P(EJ^ ^%) and P (Zg, Zg). 
The next several theorems describe some of the pro­
perties of these classes. 
Theorem 3.10; P(z,z), ?(%,%) and P(zg,z^) are linear 
subspaces of L(X). 
Proof: We shall prove that P(z,z) is a linear subspace 
of L(X). The proofs that Pfz^^z^^) and PfZg, Zg) are linear 
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subspaces exactly parallel this case. Let S, ReP(z,z) and 
TeS(X). Then T + SeS(X) and thus (T + S) + Rez(X); however, 
(T+S) + R = T + (S+R). It follows that S + ReP(T,z) for 
every Tcs(X) and so S + ReP(E,s). 
Next let 8eP(z,z), TeZ(X) and a a scalar. We can assume 
that a 7^ 0 since OeP(r, s). It is clear that a nonzero scalar 
multiple of a cr-transform'is a <7-transform. Thus (l/a)TeZ(X) 
and so (l/a)T+Ses(X) but then a((Va)T+S) = T+a8eZ(X). Hence 
aSeP(T,2) for every T in z(8) which implies that aSePfg,%). 
Theorem 3.11: C(X) is a linear subspace of each of the 
classes P(z,z), P(%.%) and P(Zg,Zg). 
Proof: It is known (19) that if S is compact and T is 
a cr-transform then T + S is a-transform. Thus for each 
Tez(X) C(X) C P(T,Z) and so C(X)(Z P(Z,Z). In a similar way 
using the results of (19) we get C(X) C P(Z^ Fand C(X)C 
P(S3^  Sg) • 
Under certain conditions it can be shown that the three 
perturbation classes defined above are closed two sided 
ideals in L(X). In order to establish this result we need 
the following lemma due to Pietsch (19). 
Lemma 3.12: Let Tez(X) then 
a) If Ses(X) then TS, STezfX); conversely, if TS, 
STss(X) then 8ez(X). 
b) If 8ei:jg^(X) then TS, STeZ^fX); conversely, if TS, 
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STeSig(X) then SeSj^fX). 
c) If SeSgCx) then TS, STe2g(X)j conversely If TS, , 
STSSQ(X) then SeSg(X). 
Lemma 3.13; Let 8eP(z,z) and Tes(X) then TS, STeP(z,z). 
Proof: It suffices to show for each Uell(X) that U+TS 
and U+ST are In E(X). Since %(T) and g(T) are finite and 
R(T) is closed there exist continuous projections (4, p. l4. 
Theorem 3) P and Q onto N(T) and R(T) respectively. Let 
M = N(P) and N = N(Q). Now consider the operator T^ = T7M. 
T^ Is clearly continuous, one-to-one, and has closed range. 
Moreover, T^ Is open as an operator on M onto R(T). For If 
W Is open In M then W + N(T) = (l-P)"^(W) Is open since I - P 
Is continuous. Because T Is open It follows that T(W+N(T)) = 
T(W) = T^(W) Is open. Hence T^^ Is a continuous operator on 
R(T) onto M. 
— T 
Now consider the operator Q as an operator defined on 
X Into X. Clearly N(T~^Q) = N and R(T^^Q) = M from which It 
follows that a(T^^Q) and p(T~^Q) are finite. If W is open 
In X then Q(W) Is open In R(T) and so T^^Q(W) is open In M. 
T — 1 Thus T'.^ Qls an open mapping and as a result T~ Qss(X). 
Define Tg = (I-Q) + Since I - QsP(X) and P(X) C P(z,z) 
by Theorem 3.11 then TgeZfX). 
We now form the operator TgfU + TS) and we shall show 
that this operator Is In s(X). To do this observe that 
TgTS - SeF(X). For let N^ = PR(S) and = (I-P)R(S) so 
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that N^C N(T) and M^C M. Since a(T) < « it follows that 
dim < «. But for each xgX there exists x^, XgsM^, 
respectively such that Sx = x^ + x^. Hence (T^TS - S)x = 
T^^TSx - Sx = T^^Tfx^+Xg) - (x^+xg) = T^^Tx^ - (x^+xg) = -Xg. 
As a result RfTgTS-S) C and so TgTS-SePCx) C P(z,z). 
Since P(s ,s )  is a subspace of L(X) and SeP(z ,z )  we have that 
TgTS = (TgTS-S) + 8eP(z,z). Prom Lemma 3.12 TgUezfX) and so 
TgU + TgTSesCX) or that Tg(U+TS)e2(X). But then by the same 
lemma^ since TgsZfX), we have that U+TSei:(X). 
To prove that U+STeS(X) observe that (U+STjTg = 
UTg + STTg = UTg + ST(I-Q) + STT^ Q^ = UTg + ST(l-Q) + SQ = 
UTg + S(T-I)(I-Q) + S. But I - QeP(X) so that S(T-I)(l-Q) 
eP(X). Consequently, S(T-l)(l-Q) + 8eP(z,z) and since 
UTgeZfX) then (U+ST)T2eIl(X)-. Applying Lemma 3.12, we get 
U+STsZ(X). 
We have shown that for each Ues(X), U + TS and U = ST 
are cr-transforms from which it is clear that TS, STeP(2,r). 
The next lemma shows that the conclusions of Lemma 3.13 
hold when P(s,s) is replaced by P(z^,%) or PCSg,!:^). 
Lemma 3.14: Let SeP(Sj^,Sj^) and Te2(X) then TS, STGP(EJJ, . 
Similarly, if SePfZg, Zg) and TeZ(X) then TS, 6TeP(Zg, . 
Proof: Since the proof exactly parallels that of Lemma 
3.13 we shall use the notation developed there. Let 
SeP(Z:^,Z[^), Ter(X) and UeZ^(X). Defining Tg as above we 
form the operator TgCU+TS) and we shall show that It is in 
2jj(X). To do this, observe as above that T^TS - SeP(X) 
C and TgTS = (TgTS-S) + From Lemma 
3.12 and the fact that TgGZfX) it follows that TgUsI^(X). 
But then T^U + TgTSel^CX) or TgfU+TSjeZ^fX) and so applying 
Lemma 3.12 again we get that U+TSeZ^^fX). Thus since U was 
arbitrary it is clear that In the same way as 
above, it can be shown that 8TeP(E^,Z]^). 
The proof of the result for P(ZgjZg) is the same as 
that for P(Sjj#S|g). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 3.15; If U{P(T,E): Tez(X)} = L(X)'then P(z,z), 
PCSJJ^EI^) and P(Zg,Ig) are two sided ideals in L(X). 
Proof: Let VeL(X) and 8eP(z, Z). Since VeU{P(T, z) 
TeZ(X)} then there exists a UeZ(X) such that U+VGZ(X). By 
Ljsmmas 3.13 it follows that (U+V)S and S(U+V) are in P(z^z). 
However, the same is true of US and SU. Thus VS = (U+V)S-US 
and SV = 8(U+V) - SU are in P(Z,z) because P(z,z) is a 
subspace of L(X). Using Lemma 3.14 the same result is 
established for the sub space s P(Zj^jZj^) and PfZg^Zg). 
The condition in Theorem 3.14 holds in a large class of 
locally convex spaces. In particular if X is a Banach space 
then it follows directly from (25, p. L64. Theorem 4.1-G) 
that U[P(aI,z): a > 0} = L(X) and so certainly U[P(T,z): 
TsZ(X)} = L(X). Next consider the space {X,T) where X is a 
Banach space with its weak topology -y. Since an operator 
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Is continuous as a map of (X,T) Into Itself If and only If 
It is norm continuous; It follows that L(X,^) = L(X,T) where 
r) denotes the norm topology. Moreover, ^(X,^) = z(X,?) 
(9I> p. 521, Theorem 8.6.13) and so P(T,2:,T) = P(T,z,^) for 
each Tes(X,T|). Thus from the norm case we have U[P(T,Z,f): 
TeI](X,T)} = L(X,T). AS a result we get the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.16; Let X be a Banach space In either Its weak 
or norm topology then P(z,Z), and P(Zg,Zg) are two 
sided Ideals In L(X). 
Since a subset of (X,^) Is bounded If and only If It Is 
a bound subset of (X,^) then It follows that the topology . 
of bounded convergence In L(X,T) coincides with the norm 
topology In L(X,^). Thus In each case of the above corollary 
E(X) IS open. The following corollary shows that this condi­
tion is a sufficient condition for P(z,z), P(%i%) and 
to be two sided Ideals. 
Corollary 3.17: Let X be a locally convex space for which 
Z:(X) Is open In the topology of bounded convergence for L(X) 
then P(z,z), P(%,%) and P(Zg,l:g) are two sided Ideals. 
Proof; Let TeZ(X) then T-z(X) Is a neighborhood of 0. 
Since any neighborhood of 0 Is an absorbing set; It follows 
that for each SeL(X) there exists an ^ > 0 such that 
aSeT-z(X). Thus there Is a UeZ(X) for which aS = T - U 
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or (l/a)T = (l/a)U + S but (l/a T), (l/a)ues(X) and so 
SeP(l/a Hence U(P(T,z): TeE(X)} = L(X). The result 
now follows, 
The condition that E(X) be open implies a further result. ' 
Theorem 3.18: Let X be a locally convex space for which 
Z(X), z^^fX) and s^CX) are open in the topology of bounded 
convergence for L(X). Then and 
are closed two sided ideals in L(X). 
Proof: Let {S : ^eA} be a net in P(i:,s) converging in 
ot 
L(X) to S. Let TCE(X) and consider the net {T-(S^-S): aeA}. 
Because of the continuity of the operations involved it 
follows that this net converges to T. Thus since ^(X) is 
open there exists an « eA such that T-(S -S)eE(X). Let 
TT=T--(S -S)then T,+S = T + S. But T. + S eZ(X) and so 
 ^ °'0 «o 1 ao 
T + 8ez(X). Since T was arbitrary it follows that SeP(r,£). 
As has been noted in Remark 3.7, if X is a Banach space 
then z(X), rj^(X) and Eg(X) are open in L(X). Thus we get 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.19: If X is a Banach space then P(z,z), 
and P(Zg, Zg) are closed two sided ideals in L(X). 
Next we shall establish containment relationships 
between P(s,s) and each of the classes and PfZg,Zg). 
To do this the following characterization of a, and pg-
transforms (19) will be needed. 
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Lemma 3.20: 
a) T Is a (j-transfom if and only if there exist U, 
VeL(X) and P, QeF(X) such that TJT = I + P and 
TV = I + Q. 
b) T is a C7|^ (erg-transform if and only if there exists 
U(V)eL(X) and P(Q)eP(X) such that UT = I + P (TV = 
I + Q). . 
Theorem 3.21; P(z,z) is a subset of P(5)jf%) and P(Eg,Sg). 
In fact, P(z,z) = P(%,%) ^ P(%,ZB). 
Proof: Let 8eP(z,%) and Tez^ (X), we must show that T+S 
eEjj(X). Since Tel^ (X) there exists UeL(X) and PeP(X) and 
UT = I + P. Then U(T + S) = I + P + US but USeP(z,z) since 
P(z,z) is an ideal and hence P+USeP(s,s) and so I + P +• 
USeSfX). Thus there exists a VeL(X) and QeF(X) such that 
V(l + P + US) = I + Q. Hence VU(T+S) = I + Q but then by 
Lemma 3.22 it follows that T + SeSj^ (X). Since T was 
arbitrary we have SeP(i;^ , . A similar proof shows that 
P(z,z) G PfzgfZg). Moreover, it is then clear that P(s,s)C 
n P(lg,Ig). To establish the reverse inclusion, let 
Tez(X) and SeP(Zj^ ,Ejj) A P(Sg,Sg). Since TeZ^ (X) it follows 
that T+SeZjj(X). Similarly, T + SeZg(X) but then T+Sez(X) 
and so SeP(z,%). The theorem is now established. 
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IV. THE PERTURBATION CLASSES OPPfX) MD f (X) 
P 
In this chapter we shall continue the study of the 
previous chapter but now we shall investigate the pertur­
bation classes of two different subspaces of L(X) both of 
which contain the g, and gg-transforms. In some cases 
It will be necessary for us to restrict our attention to 
spaces X which have the additional property of being a 
Banach space. However, unless otherwise stated, X will still 
denote a locally convex, Tg linear topological over the 
complex numbers. To begin with we define the following 
subclasses of L(X). 
Definition 4.1; An operator TsL(X) will be called a y-
transform if 
a) R(T) is closed and 
b) T Is open. 
The set of all y-transforms in L(X) will be denoted' by FfX). 
Definition 4.2; An operator TeL(X) will be called a p-
transform if 
a) T is a y-transform and 
b) N(T) and R(T) are continuously projectable. 
The class of all p-transforms in L(X) will be denoted by r^ (X). 
Remark 4.3: The p-transforms have been studied by Pietsch 
(19). He characterized them in the following way: T is a 
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p-transform if and only if there exists an operator U in 
L(X) such that TUT = T; Moreover, he has shown that F(X)C 
r (X). It should be observed that S xt{X) = % (X) n F (%) 
P a p 
and that z^ (X) = r (X) H P (X). • 
p P 
The following three lemmas will be used to show that in 
general P(X) C P (T^ D. Subsequently we shall show that if 
X is a Banach space then P(r^ r) = F(X) and thus obtain a 
characterization of P) as Just the ideal of finite 
dimensional range operators. The first lemma concerns ,^ 
quotient spaces. Let X be a locally convex space and N a 
linear subspace of X. The canonical homomorphism of X onto X/N 
will be denoted by cp and if xgX then the image of x under cp 
will be denoted by [x], i.e., cp(x) = [x]. 
Lemma 4.4; Let M and N be closed linear subspaces of X. 
Suppose that N = N^ 0 Ng where and Ng are closed linear 
subspaces with N^ C M and dim < ». Then cp(M) is closed. 
Proof: We suppose first that Ng = {0}, i.e., that 
= N C M. Let {x : ccsA} be a net in M such that 
converges to [x]. It is to be shown that 
[x]ecp(M). To establish this let A be a topological basis at 
0 in X and [A] = {cp(U): UeA} the correspondingly induced 
basis of [0] in X/N. For eachcp(U) there exists an such 
that if a > ttu then [x^ ] - [x] = [x^ -x]e cp(U). Thus there 
exists a Zy for each U in A for which z^ e[x -x]. We shall 
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make A Into a directed set by the usual containment ordering. 
I.e., If U, VsA then U > V If UC V. We can then form the net 
{Zjji  UeA}. This net converges to 0 In X for If ¥ Is a 
neighborhood of 0 then there exists a u^ eA such that OeU^  C W. 
If U  > U  then z^ e Ù  C  U  C  W .  
- o u o 
Since z^ eCx^  -x] there exists a y^ eN such that = 
X -X + YY for each UeA. Because {z^ ; UeA} converges to 0 
"u 
it is clear that {z^ +x: UeA} converges to x. Hence 
fx +yy:UeA}C M and M is closed thus xeM which Implies that 
"u 
[x]ecp(M). To complete the proof let cp^: X -• X/N^  and 
cpg: (X/TW^ ) -» (X/N^ )/cp^ (Ng) be the respective canonical 
homomorphlsms. Observe that since Ng is finite dimensional 
and X/N^  is Tg then ç^ (Ng) is closed in X/N^ . By the above, 
cp^ (M) is closed in X/N^ . Hence cp]_(M) + is closed in 
X/N^  (28, p. 192, Corollary 5). Moreover, since it contains 
then applying the above result, now using cpg, we get 
that cp2(cp]_(M) + is closed in (X/N^ )/ 
cpi(N2). However, (X/M^ )/cp^ (N2) is linearly homeomorphic to 
X/N under the mapping cp(x) «--• cp2(cp^  (x) ). Thus cp(M) is 
linearly homeomorphic to g^ (q^ (M)) and so is closed in X/N. 
The proof is now complete. 
In conjunction with the next lemma, we recall a known 
result (2a, p. 16, Proposition 12); namely, if M, N are closed 
closed subspaces of X such that M 0 N = X then there is a 
continuous projection of X onto M along N, i.e., there Is a 
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continuous projection P such that R(P) = M and N(P) = N. 
Lemma 4.5: Let M, N be closed subspaces of X such that M0N 
= X and let A, B be bases of 0 In M, N respectively In the 
relative topology for M, N. Then C = {U + V: UeA^ VeB} is a 
base at 0 in X. 
Proof: As noted above let P be a continuous projection 
of X onto M along N. Given U, VgA, B respectively then since 
P is continuous and U+V = P"^ (U) D (l-P)"^ (v) it follows that 
C is a family of open sets containing 0. Now let W be a 
neighborhood of 0 in X. Then there exists a neighborhood 
of zero such that C W, Define = PfW^ ) ^  
and = (l-P)(W^ ) 0 then since a continuous projection is 
open, PV = (V+N) 0 M, it follows that Ui, V% are open in 
M, N respectively and contain 0. By definition of A, B 
there exists U^ eA and V^ gB such that C and C 
Let W = U-j^ +Ug then WgC and W C V+V C U and so C is a base 
at 0 in X. 
It is clear that this lemma will remain true if X is 
replaced by a closed subspace of X in its relative topology. 
Lemma 4.6; Let Te F(X). Suppose that N is a closed subspace 
of X with finite defect. Then T(N) is closed in X and T^  = 
T7N is open as an operator onto T(N). 
Proof: Since N has finite defect there exists closed 
subspaces Ng of X such that N(T) = Ng where N^ C N 
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and dim Ng < «. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that cp(N) Is 
closed in X/N(T) where çp;X -• X/N(T) is the canonical homo-
morphism. Let denote the mapping Induced by T in X/N(T), 
i.e., Tgcp = T. Since Tep (X) then Tg and T~^  are continuous 
(15, p. 40). Now let {x^ : aeA} be a net in N such that 
{Tx : aeA] converges to y. Since R(T) is closed it follows 
that yeR(T) = D(Tg^ ) and so {T"^ (Tx^ ): aeA} = {cp(x^ ): aeA} 
converges to Tg^ y. Thus T~^ yecp,(N) since cp(N) is closed. 
Therefore, there exists an xeN and Tg^y = cp(x) or y = T^cpCx) 
= Tx and so yeT(N). The assertion that T(N) is closed now 
follows. 
To show that T^  is open we first consider the case where 
N(T) C N. Then N(T^ ) = N(T). Let N -» N/N(T^ ) denote the 
canonical homomorphism and S; N/4T(Ti) X/N(T) be defined by 
S(cp-j_(X)) = cp(X). Then it is clear that S is well defined and 
one-to-one. The fact that S is continuous and open follows 
from the observations that S"^ (U) = cpj^ Ccp'^ U) and S(U) = 
qjCcp^ U^), and that cp, cp^  have these properties (15, p. 39). 
Let Tg = T"^  R(T^ ) then T^ =^ S'^ T^ . For it is clear that 
these two operators have the same domain namely R(T^ ). 
Moreover if ysR(T^ ) then there exists an xcN such that 
y = T^ x = T^ cpi(x) = Tx = Tcp(x) = (TS) (cp^ (x) ). 
Thus T^ ly = cp-,_(x) = S"^ T"^ y = S'^ T^ y and so T^ =^ S'^ T^ , 
But S"^  and T^  are continuous and hence T^ i^s continuous 
and so T^  is open. 
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To conclude the proof we decompose N(T) as In the first 
part of the proof. Let = T "1 (Ng 0 N) and observe that 
Ng® N Is closed (28, p. 192, Corollary 5) has finite defect 
and contains N(T). Thus by the above T^ j^  Is open as an 
operator onto T(Ng ® N).. Observe that R(T^ ) = TN = R(T^ ). 
To show that an operator Is open It suffices to show that It 
Is open on a basis at 0. We observe that Ng Is continuously 
projectable along N In Ng0 N, I.e., there exists a continuous 
projection P with Ng = R(P), N = N(p) and so the conditions 
of Lemma 4.5 hold. Thus a basis at 0 In Ng0 N consists of 
sets of the form U+V where U, V are basis elements of 0 
In Ng, N respectively. Let U, V be a basis elements of 0 In 
Ng, N respectively then 
T^ V = TV + TU = T(V+U) = T2^ (V+U) D R(T^ ). 
Since T2J,(V+U) IS open It follows that T^ V Is open R(T^ ) 
and so T^  Is open. 
Theorem 4.7: F(X) C P(r,r). 
Proof; Let SsP(X) and Ter(X). There exists a finite 
dimensional subspace M such that X = M0 N(S). Prom Lemma 
4.6 TN(S) Is closed. R(T+S) = (T+S)X = (T+S)M + (T+S)N(S) 
= (T+S)M + TN(S). Since dim M <-«a then dim (T+S)M < <». 
Thus R(T+S) is the sum (not necessarily direct) of a closed 
subspace and a finite dimensional from which it follows that 
R(T+S) is closed (28, p. 192, Corollary 5). 
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Define = {xgM: (T+S)xeTN(S)} and Mg such that 
M = M^ © Mg. Then R(T+S) = (T+S)M2 0 TN(S). As noted in 
Lemma 4.6, to show that T+S is open it suffices to show that 
(T+S)V is open in R(T+S) for each V in a basis at 0 in X, 
Let A, B, C be basis at 0 in Mg, N(S) respectively. 
Then by Lemma 4.5 the family of sets fU+V+W: UgA, VeB, WgC} 
is a basis at 0 in X. Let = U + V + W, UeA, VeB and WgC. 
Then (T+S)U^  =(T+S)U -h (T+S)V + T¥. By Lemma 4.6 TW is 
open in TN(S). Since (T+S)U C N(S) then (T+S)U + TW = 
is open in TN(S) because the sum of any set with an open set 
is open. Observe that Mg and (T+S)Mg are finite dimensional 
spaces in a Tg locally convex space. Thus if we let T^  = 
(T+S)'^ Mg then T^  is an open and continuous linear operator 
on Mg onto (T+8)Mg. It follows that (T+S)U^  = T^ U^  + 
which by Lemma 4.5 is open in T^ Mg@)TN^ =R(T+8). The proof 
is now complete. 
It is. easy to see that if C(X} contains an operator with 
infinite dimensional range then C(X) (Jt P (PfP). For we observe 
that Oe (X) and so if C(X) C PfFT) then c(x)cr(x). Thus 
if C(X) contained an operator S with infinite dimensional 
range then R(S) would be closed and S would be open. Then 
since S is compact there is a neighborhood U of 0 in X such 
that "SÛ is compact. But "SÛ C R(S) and SU is a neighborhood -
of 0 in R(S). It follows that dim R(S) < « (15, p. 62, 
Theorem 7.8), Hence C(X) (jt P (FfF). We observe that from 
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Theorem 2.3 c) and "because OePC^ ) It follows that P(P^ F)C 
r(X). Thus every operator In Popen and has closed 
range. Moreover, if SeP(F#F) then (X) (J 2 (X). For It (X p 
Is known (29, p. 602, Theorem 3.7) that if Sej} (X) (J z (X) 
ct P 
then for any compact operator R we have S+Rgj fX) U s (X). 
a p 
Suppose again that C(X) contains an infinite dimensional 
range operator R^ . Let T = S+R^  so that T-S = R^ . Then 
S^ P(-T,P) and so by definition of a perturbation class it 
follows that 8/ P(F,F ). 
In what follows we shall establish that if X is a 
Banach space then P(F^F) = F(X). From the above it can be 
deduced that if SeP(F^ F) then R(S) is closed and a(8)?g(8)=m. 
In the following proposition, it Is shown that such an opera­
tor with infinite dimensional range is not'in P(F^ F)« 
Theorem 4.8: Let SeP(X) have the properties that a(S) = 
3(8) = dim R(S) = CO then there exists an operator TeC(X) with 
dim R(T) = « and R(T+8) closed. 
Proof: Since a(8) = », dim R(8) = » and N(s; is closed; 
it follows that X/N(s) is an infinite dimensional Banach 
space. The element of X/N(S) corresponding to xgX under 
the canonical homomorphism cp will be denoted by [x]. From 
X/N(8) we select an infinite linearly independent set 
{[x^ ]] i = 1, 2, 3, .... Using a corollary of the Hahn-
Banach theorem (25, p. I86, Theorem 4.3-D) we can select 
a subset {f^ } i = 1, 2, 3, ... from (X/N(s))* such that 
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fl([x^ ] = dist([x^ ], M^ ) where = {0}, = sp{x^ , 
x^ _^ } for n > 1 and = 0 for 0 <; J <1. Since 
dim R(s) = m we can select an infinite linearly independent 
sequence (y^ ], i = 1, 2, 3, ... such that |y^ | < 1/2^ . 
00 
Consider the series s f.([x])y.; for each [x]eX/N(S) 
n n n « , 
I z fi([x])yil< z s |[x]|!yil < ;[x]l s 1/2 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
CO 
= [x]. Thus it follows that g '^•i([x])y^  converges for all 
i=l  ^  ^
03 _ 
[X] and I S fj^ ([x])y^ j < |[x]|. Now if we define T: X/N(S)-»X 
by T[x] = s fi([x])yj_ then |T| <1. Let T^ ; X/N(S) -» X be 
n 
defined by T^ [x] = z fj_([x])yj_ then.|T^ [x] - T[x]| < 
CO 
Z !fj_([x])l[y^ | ^  (1/2%) |[x]| so that [T^ -Tj ^  1/2^ . Thus 
i=n+l 
T^  converges to T uniformly. Observe that since R(T^ ) is 
finite dimensional then T eC(X/N(8),X). But C(X/N(S),X) is 
closed in L(X/N(S),X) and hence T is compact. Moreover, R(T) 
is infinite dimensional for T([x]/fi[x^ ]) = y^  and if we have 
shown that y^ , yg, ..., y^ eRfTj.then y^ ^^  = T([x%+i]/ 
-J^  ?%+!&%(?)' It 
follows that R(T) is not closed -for if it was closed then by 
the compactness of T, R(T) would be finite dimensional. 
Let S denote the operator induced on VN(S) by S. Then 
since Ser(X) we have SeE^(X/N(S)) and so from (29, p. 602, 
Theorem 3.7) that S+TeZ^ (X/N(S)) and hence S+T6f'(X/N(S)). Now 
define T: X-»X by Tx=T[x]. Then T is compact for let U be the 
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unit ball In X and V the unit ball In X/N(S). cp~^ (V) Is 
a neighborhood of 0 In X so there exists an r > 0 such that 
rU C cp"^ (V) or rcp(U) C V thus rT(cp(U)) C TV C K where K Is 
compact. Thus rTU C K or TU C (l/r)K but (l/r)K is compact 
and so T is compact. Prom the definition of T and S it 
follows that R(T-tS) = R(T+2) and so R(T+S) is closed. 
Therefore, T+Ser(X). 
Remark 4.9: It is known that the above proposition does not 
hold for an arbitrary compact operator T, i.e., it is not 
true under the above hypothesis on S that for every compact 
operator T, the range of T+S is closed. An example due to 
Goldman (10) established this result. 
Theorem 4.10; If X is a Banach space then P(r>r) = F(X). 
Proof: Prom Theorem 4.7 it suffices to show that P) 
CP(X). Suppose that SePCF^ D and S/P(X) then by the remarks 
prior to Theorem 4.8 it follows that a(S) = p(S) = dim R(s) = <» 
and R(S) is closed. By Theorem 4.8 there exists an operator 
TeC(X) such that dim R(T) = » and T+Sc (X) and SePCHD 
then T^ +Se (X) which would imply that TePfX). However this 
is a contradiction for a compact operator with infinite 
dimensional range cannot have a closed range. 
We shall now show that results paralleling the above can 
be obtained when P(X) is replaced by p (X) where X is a 
P 
locally convex space. To establish this result several 
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lemmas will "be needed. 
Lemma 4.11; Suppose that M C X is continuously projectable. 
If dim N < 00 and N 0 M = [0} then N 0 M is continuously 
projectable. 
Proof: Let P be a continuous projection of X onto M and 
let = (I-P)N. Then = M 0 N for If yeM0 N then 
y = x+z where xeM, zgN. But z = Pz + (l-P)z and so y = 
(x+Pz) + (I-P)z thus yeM 0 . If yeM 0 then y = x+z 
where xeM, zeN^  then there exists a wgN such that z = (l-P)w 
thus y = x+w-Pw = (x-Pw) + WgM 0 N. Thus M 0 N = M 0 N^ . 
Since dim < <» there exists a closed subspace Ng of X such 
that N^ 0 Ng = N(P). Since P Is a continuous projection 
X = M0 N(P) = M0 (N^ BMg) = (M© N^) 0 Ng = (M 0N) 0 Ng 
thus It follows from (2a, p. l6. Proposition 12) that M N 
is continuously projectable. 
Lemma 4.12; Let N and M be closed subspaces of X with N 
continuously projectable and def M < ». Then N 0 M Is 
continuously projectable. 
Proof; Since def M < œ then any subset of N which Is 
linearly independent with respect to M can have at most def M 
members. Let K be a maximal, linearly Independent mod M 
subset of N. Let denote the span of K. Then is a 
finite dimensional subspace of N and so there exists a 
continuous projection P defined on N with range N^ . Let 
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Ng = N{P). Then since N Is closed It follows that Ng is 
closed. Since K Is maximal then NgCM. If Q Is a continuous 
projection of X onto N then PQ Is a continuous projection of 
X onto Ng. Finally, N 0 M = (Ng© N^ ) 0 M = Ng for If 
ye(Ng0 N^ ) n M then y = x+z where xgNg but then since 
Ng C  M z = y-xsM which Implies that z = 0 so y = xgNg. It 
Is clear that Ng C (Ng©N^ ) 0 M, Hence It follows that 
N 0 M = Ng. Thus N 0 M Is continuously projectable. 
Theorem 4.13: P(X) C PfF .F ). P 0 
Proof: Since I (^X) c r(X) and P(X) C  PCHD by Theorem 
4.7 It suffices to show that for TeP(X) and SeP(X) that 
P 
R(T+S) and N(T+S) are continuously projectable. Because 
SeP(X) there Is a closed finite dimensional subspace M of 
X such that M© N(S) = X. Then R(T+S) = (T+S)(M) + (T+S)N(S) 
= (T+S)M + TN(S). By Lemma 4.6 TN(S) Is closed In X. 
Moreover, R(T) = TM + TN(S) and thus since dim TM < », TN(S) 
has finite defect in R(T), Consequently there exists a 
continuous projection P defined on R(T) with range TN(S). 
Let Q be a continuous projection of X on R(T), Then PQ is 
a continuous projection of X onto TN(S). Since (T+S)(M) is 
of finite dimension there exists a finite dimensional sub-
space N of (T+S)(M) such that (T+S)(M) + TN(S) = N© TN(S). 
Then R(T+S) = N © TN(8) is continuously projectable. 
Now consider N(T+S). It is composed of essentially two 
parts; namely, N{T) H N(S) and a finite dimensional subspace 
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complementary to N{S). For clearly N(T) 0  N{S) C  N(T+S). 
Also, if xeN(T+S)\N(T) 0 N(S) then x/N(S). Since def N(S) < „ 
any subset of N{T+S} which is linearly independent with 
respect to N(S) has at most def N(S) elements. Let K be a 
maximal linearly Independent subset of N(T+S) mod N(S) and 
let be the span of K. It follows that N(T+S) = N^ 0 
(N(T) n N(S)). For clearly N^ © (N(T) 0 N(S))C N(T+S) 
and if ysN(T+S) and y^ Ni © (N(T) 0 N(S)) then KU fy} is a 
linearly independent subset of N(T+S) mod N(S) which would 
contradict the maximality of K. Observe that is finite 
dimensional because def N(S) < «. By hypothesis N(T) is 
continuously projectable. Moreover, from (2a, p. l6. 
Proposition 12) we have that N(S) is continuously projectable. 
Lemma 4.12 then asserts that N(s) 0 N(T) is continuously 
projectable and from Lemma 4.11 0 (N(T) 0 N(s)) is 
continuously projectable. That concludes the proof of the 
proposition. 
As in the case of r (X), PfF ) C  F (%) because 
P P P 
OeFp(X). We shall now show that if X is a Banach space then 
P(F fF ) = P(X). Prom a result of Yood (29, p. 609, Theorem 
P P 
5.3), if TeFp(X) and a(T) or (^T) is finite then for any 
compact operator S, T+Se ^ (X) and a(T+S) or p(T+s) is finite. 
Let SeC(X) with dim R(S) = » and let T^  = -(T+S). Then 
T, e (x) and Tn+T = -S so that T;^ P(T, ,F ) since an infinite p J- p 
dimensional range compact operator on a Banach space cannot 
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have-Closed range. Thus T^ P(r,r ). 
P P 
In the next theorem we extend Theorem 4.8, In the 
proof the notation developed in Theorem 4.8 will be used. 
Theorem 4.l4: Let SeP^ (X) have the properties that a(s) = 
3(s) = dim R(s) = » then there exists an operator TeC(X) with 
dim R(T) = « and S+Tef (X). 
P 
Proof; In the proof of Theorem 4.8, if we assume that 
R(s) is continuously projectable then R(S) is continuously 
projectable, where 2 is thé operator induced by s on X/Î^ (s). 
Moreover, SeS]yj(X/N(S) ), From (29, p. 609, Theorem 5.3) 
S+T has continuously projectable range. Then R(S+T) = 
R(S+T) is continuously projectable. 
It remains to be shown that N(S+T) is continuously 
projectable. From the results of (29, p. 602, Theorem 3.7) 
and the fact that N(S) = {0} it follows that N(§+T) is finite 
dimensional. Let x^ ,..., x^  be elements of X such that 
[x^ ], ..., [x^ ] form a basis for N(§+T). Then the x^ ,..., x^  
are linearly independent, for if 2 a^ x. = 0 then 
S a^i [X. ] = [0] and so a, =0, 1 = 1, ..., n. Let N = 
1=1 1 
sp(x^ ,...,x^ ) then clearly N D N(,S) = {o} and N(T+S) = 
N(S) 0 N. For if ysN(S)0 N then y = u+v where veN(s) and 
veN so (T+S)y = (T+S)[y] = (T+S)[v] = 0. Since [v]eN(T+S). 
Hence yeN(T+S). Suppose that yeN(T+S) then 0 = (T+S)y = 
(T+S)[y] so that [y]eN(T-fS) and thus [y] = 2 but 
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then there exists a weN(s) such that y = w + s and so 
1=1 ^ ^ 
yeN(S)0 N, But N(S) Is continuously projectable so by 
Lemma 4.11 It follows that the same Is true of N(S)0 N = 
N(T+S). Thus T+Sef (X). 
P 
Corollary 4.15: If X Is a Banach space then P(X) = pCF F^ ). 
P P 
Proof: The proof parallels that of Theorem 4.10. It 
suffices to show that P(r ) C P(X) since by Theorem 4.13 
P P 
P(X) C P(r )• Let SeP(r f r ) then by the comments prior 
P P P P 
to Theorem 4.l4, either S satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.l4 or the dim R(S) < ». Let T be the compact 
operator with Infinite dimensional range as defined In 
Theorem 4.l4. Define T^  = -(T+S) then T^ eP W T^ +8 = -T 
so that 8/P(T.,F ) since R(T) IS not closed. It follows 
P 
that S^ P(r , r )' Thus dim R(S) < «o. The conclusion now 
P P 
follows. 
From Theorem 2.3 a)-b) and the above corollary we have 
P(nr ) C P(X) C P(r ^r) « The next proposition shows that In 
P P 
case there exists an operator on the Banach space X with 
closed but not continuously projectable range or null space 
then PCHTp) = cp. 
Theorem 4.l6; If X-ls a Banach space andF (X) F (X) then 
PCnFp) = cp. 
Proof: Suppose P(F, F ) 7^  cp and let 8eP (F, F ). Since 
P P 
F(X) c F (X) and F(X) ^ F (X), there exists a TeF(X)\F(X). 
P P P 
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But then since SeF(X) and T+SePpCX) It follows from Theorem 
4.13 that (T+S) - SeP(x), i.e.. Te T(X). But this contra-
P P 
diets the hypothesis, hence P(r>r ) = cp. 
P 
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V. PERTURBATION CLASSES: THEIR RELATION 
TO THE COMPACT OPERATORS 
In this chapter we shall Investigate the relation between 
the perturbation classes discussed in the previous chapters 
and the classes of compact, strictly singular, and strictly 
coslngular operators. Herein, the underlying linear topolo­
gical space will in all cases be a Banach space. Thus it 
follows from Corollary 3.19 that P(z,z), ^  
P(Zgf %) are closed two sided Ideals in the Banach operator 
algebra L(X). For T in L(X) we denote the adjoint of T by T*. 
¥e have noted before that the Ideal C(X) is contained 
in P(z,z) and so by Theorem 3.21 is contained in 
and PCUgjSg)* If % is also a Hllbert space then, as was 
shown by Calkin (3), C(X) is the only closed two sided ideal 
in L(X). Thus in this case C(X) = P(s,s) == P(%,Sjj) = 
PfZgjZg). It was established in (8) that if X = 1^  I < p < „, 
or X = Cq then again C(X) is the only closed two sided ideal 
in L(X). Thus for these spaces the above equalities again 
hold. 
It will now be shown that in case X is an arbitrary 
Banach space then the above equality of C(X) and P(z,z) need 
not hold. However, before we do this it is necessary to 
Introduce the classes of strictly singular and strictly 
coslngular operators and two classes closely related to 
these operators. 
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An operator T In L(X,Y) IS called an eplmorphlsm if 
R(T) = Y. An operator T In L(X,Y) for which T"^  exists and 
is bounded will be called an isomorphic embedding. 
Definition 5.1: An operator T in L(X,Y) is said to be 
strictly singular provided that for no Banach space Z there 
exist isomorphic embeddings g^ ; Z -• X and gg: Z -• Y such 
that the diagram 
T 
is commutative, i.e., gg = Tg^ . The class of all such 
operators in L(X,Y) will be denoted by S(X,Y) or by S(X) if 
X = Y. 
Definition 5.2: An operator T in L(X,Y) is said to be 
strictly cosingular provided that for no infinite dimensional 
Banach space Z there exist epimorphisms h^ : X -, Z and hg: 
Y -» Z such that the diagram 
X 
is commutative, i.e., h^  = hgT. The class of all such 
operators in L(X,Y) will be denoted by SC(X,Y) or by SC(X) if 
X = Y. 
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Remark 5.3: Strictly singular operators were first defined 
by Kato (l4) a,nd strictly cosingular operators by Pelczynski 
(20). The definitions given above parallel those of 
Pelczynski. It~is known in the case under consideration, 
namely that X and Y are Banach spaces, that 8(X,Y) and 8C(X,Y) 
are closed two sided ideals (l4, p. 287) and (20, p. 33). 
Strictly singular operators have been studied in the more 
general setting of a locally convex space by Lacey (17). 
Finally, examples have been given (20, p. 4o) which show that 
if T is in S(X,Y) or SC(X,Y) then it does not follow that T* 
is in 8(Y*,X*) or SC(Y*,X*). 
Even though the conjugate of a strictly singular or 
strictly cosingular need not be of either type, the classes 
of operators in L(X,Y) which have either a strictly singular 
or strictly cosingular conjugate form closed two sided ideals. 
Definition 5.4; 
a) S*(X) = fTeL(X,Y): T*e8(Y*,X*)] 
b) SC*(X,Y) = {TeL(X,Y): T*eSC(Y*,X*)}. 
If X = Y these classes will be denoted by S*(X) and SC*(X) 
respectively. 
The following lemma and its proof are due to Pelczynski 
(20, p. 33, Proposition 3). 
Lemma 5.5: Let TeL(X,Y) if T*; Y* -» X* is strictly singular 
(cosingular) then T Is strictly cosingular (singular). 
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Proof: If T is not strictly cosingular then there exists 
a Banach space Z and epimorphisms h^ : X -• Z and hg: Y -» Z 
such that h^  = hgT. Thus h£ = T*h| as shown in the following 
diagram. 
However, since R(h^ ) = Rfhg) = Z it follows (25, p. 226 4.6-P) 
that N(h^ ) = Nfhg) = {0} and that R{h£), R(h|) are closed. 
Thus since h:^ , h| are closed it follows by the closed graph 
theorem that they are continuous. Hence h^  and h| are isomor­
phic embeddings but then T* is not strictly singular. It 
follows from this contradiction that T is strictly cosingular. 
The remaining statement in the theorem follows in a 
similar way and uses the dual fact that the adjoint of an 
isomorphic embedding is an epimorphism. 
Theorem 5.6; 8*(X,Y) and SC*(X,Y) are closed two sided 
ideals in L(X,Y). Moreover, S*(X,Y) C SC(X,Y) and SC*(X,Y)C 
S(X,y). Finally, there are Banach spaces X, Y for which the 
above containments are proper. 
Proof; Let S, T be in S*(X,Y) then S* and T* are 
strictly singular and so S* + T* is strictly singular but 




and 8e8*(X,Y) then S* Is strictly singular and thus aS* 
is strictly singular. However (aS)* = aS* and so aSeS*(X,y). 
Thus S*(X,Y) is a linear space. Now suppose TeL(X,Y) and 
ScS*(X,Y) then T*eL(Y*,X*) and 8e8(Y*,X*). Since 8(Y*,X*) is 
an ideal in L(Y*,X*) it follows that T*S* and S*T* are in 
8(Y*,X*) "but then the same is true of (ST)* and (TS)*. Thus 
ST and TS belong to 8*(X,Y). It remains to be shown that 
S*(X,Y) is closed. Let {S^ } be a sequence in S*(X,Y) 
converging to SeL(X,Y). Then {S*} converges to S* but 
S(Y*,X*) is closed so S* is in 8(Y*,X*). But then S is in 
8(X,Y) .  
A similar proof can be constructed to show that SC*(X,Y) 
is a closed two sided ideal in L(X,Y). 
By Lemma 5.5 If 8* is strictly singular then S is strictly 
cosingular and so S*(X,Y) C 8C(X,Y) .  Similarly SC*(X,Y )C  
8 (X,Y) .  
The'last statement of the theorem follows immediately 
from examples given by Pelczynski (20, p. 40, Example 2). 
He has shown that the canonical embedding of c^  into its 
second conjugate m, both spaces in their usual Banach space 
topology, is strictly cosingular but whose adjoint is neither 
strictly singular or strictly cosingular. This shows that 
8*(cQ,m) is properly contained in SC(c'Q,m). Another example 
of Pelczynski's (20, p. 39, Example l) shows that SC*(X,Y) can 
be properly contained in S(X,Y). 
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In the following we shall take Y = X. The next two 
lemmas will be needed to show that S*(X) 0 SC*(X) is a subset 
of P(z,z). Lemma 5.7 is due to Yood (29, p. 60l). The 
second lemma was established by Kato (l4, p. 285). 
Lemma 5.7: T; X -• X is a a -transform (cr -transform) if and 
a g 
only if T*; X* -• Y* is a (y -transform (g -transform). 8 ot 
Lemma 5.8: Let T: X -• X be a cr^ -transform and S: X -, X 
strictly singular then T+S is a transform. 
Theorem 5.9:  S*(X)  0  SC*(X)  C  P(s ,  s ) .  
Proof: Let SeS(X) D SC*(X) and Tes(X). Then S* is 
strictly singular and T* e Z;(X*) by Lemma 5.7. Thus by Lemma 
5.8 T*+S*ci: (X*) or equivalently (T+S)*eS (X*). By Lemma 
a a 
5.7 T+SeS (X). Since S* is strictly cosingular it follows 
B 
from Lemma 5.5 that S is strictly singular and so by Lemma 
5.8 T+SeS (X). Consequently, T+SeS (X)0 S (X) = E(X). tt . tt g 
Since T was arbitrary it is then clear that SeP(s,s). 
We shall now show that if X is the Banach space Ixc^  
where 1 is the space of absolutely convergent sequences and 
c^  the space of sequence each of which converges to 0, both 
with their usual Banach space norms, then C(X) is properly 
contained in S*(X)nSC*(X) and thus in P(z,2). It is noted 
at this point that in (8) an example is given which shows 
that P(2,z) contains C(X) properly. In his example, X = 
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1 X L where 1 < p < q < 2. However, he uses results the 
H P 
proofs of which could not be obtained by the author of this 
paper. 
Before the above proper containment can be established 
it is necessary to Introduce some notation and prove two 
lemmas. 
Let X and Y be two Banach spaces from which we form the 
product space X x Y with norm |(x,y)| = max {]x|,]y|}. For 
each SeL(X,Y) we can define an operator L : X x Y -, Y x X O 
by Lg(x,y) = (0,Sx) and an operator Lg*: X* x Y* -• X* x Y* by 
L8*(x*/y*) = (8*y*,0). Since |Lg(x,y)| = jSxj < |Sll(x,y)| 
it follows that Lg&L(X x-Y). Similarly Lg*eL(X* x Y*). In 
fact, since L|(x*,y*)(x,y) = (x*,y*)Lg(x,y) = y*(Sx) = 
(S*y*)(x) = (S*y*,0)(x,y) = Lg*(x*,y*)(x,y) it follows that 
L| = Lg*. The operator Lg has been described by Whitley (27) 
who attributes its original definition to Phillips, who 
described it in an unpublished note. 
The following lemma is due to Whitley (27). 
Lemma 5.10: An operator S in L(.X,Y) is compact (strictly 
singular) if and only if Lg is compact (strictly singular). 
We shall • establish a similar lemipa for strictly 
cosingular operators. 
Lemma 5.11: An operator S in L(X,Y) is strictly cosingular if 
and only if Lg is strictly cosingular. 
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Proof: Suppose that L- Is not strictly coslngular. 
Then there exists a Banach space Z and eplmorphlsms h^ , hg 
mapping XxY onto Z as In the following diagram such that 
Define -• X x Y by q^ (x) = (x,0) and q^ : Y -• X x Y by 
qgfy) = (0,y). Then define = h^ q^  and Kg = hgqg. For 
each X In X we have 
K^ (x) = (h^ q^ )(x) = h^ (x,0) = (iigLg) (x,0) = hgfOjSx) 
= (hgqgSjfx) = (KgSjfx) 
and so = KgS. Moreover, 
Z = h^ (X X Y) = (hgLgjfX X Y) = (hgLgjfX x {0}) 
= h]_(X X {0}) = (h^ q^ )(X) = K^ (X). Similarly Kg(Y) = Z. 
Thus and Kg are eplmorphlsms. It follows that 3 Is not 
strictly coslngular. Hence If S is strictly coslngular then 
Lg is strictly coslngular. 
Conversely, suppose that S is not strictly coslngular. 
Then there exists a Banach space Z and eplmorphlsms g^ , gg 
mapping X and Y respectively onto Z as in the following 
diagram such that g^  = ggS. 




Define P^ : X x Y -» X by P^ (x,y) = x and Pg: X x Y -» Y by 
PgfXfY) = y. Then define and ig = ggPg. For each 
(x,y) In X X Y we have 
ll(x,y) = g;]_Pj(x,y) = gj^(x) = (ggS) (x) = (ggPgiCo/Bx) 
= (8222)^ 5 (%'?) = (igLgpfx/y) 
and so 1^  = IgLg. Moreover, 
Z = g^ (X) = (giPi)(X X Y) = 1,3_(X X Y). 
Similarly Z = IgfX x Y). Thus 1^  and Ig are eplmorphlsms. 
It follows that Lg Is not strictly coslngular. The converse 
now follows which completes the proof of the lemma. 
In a similar way the following lemma can be established. 
Lemma 5.12; An operator S*eL(Y*,X*) is strictly singular 
(strictly coslngular) if and only if is strictly 
singular (strictly coslngular). 
Example 5.13: Let S be the mapping of l into defined by 
09 
8(x^ ) = C 2 X.} and let e = [5 } where 6 is the 
J=n  ^ " n^ J 
Kronecker delta. Since Sfe se. and no subsequence of 
3=1 J 
{ Se.} converges in c , it follows that S is not compact. 
J=1 ^  ° 
53 
However, as Is shown in (20, p. 40, Example 6), S* is 
strictly singular and strictly cosingular and hence the same 
is true of But = L* and so L* is strictly singular 
and strictly cosingular. Thus L^ eS*(i x c^ ) 0 SC*(i x C q). 
By Theorem 5.9 LgeP(z,z). It follows that ?(%,%) contains 
G(l X Cq) properly. 
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